Abstract. Primitive life can be schematically described as organic molecules processed by liquid water. Amino acids were most likely available on the primitive Earth, home-made from the primitive atmosphere or in hydrothermal vents. Import of extratemestrial amino acids may represent an alternative supply. Experimental evidence is given for selective condensation of amino acids driven by the hydrolytic power of liquid water. When hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids are forced to coexist within the same chain in liquid water, the duality generates interesting topologies such as stereoselective and thermostable P-pleated sheet structures.
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Polycationic alternating peptides containing lysyl and hydrophobic residues strongly accelerate the hydrolysis of oligoribonucleotides. The P-sheet geometry plays an determinant role in the observed chemical activity, as in contemporary enzymes. P-sheet forming peptide sequences may represent a support for primordial information amplification.
According to the primordial soup hypothesis proposed by Oparin in 1924, small organic molecules were formed in a reducing atmosphere dominated by methane. When reaching terrestrial liquid water, the organic molecules were processed and generated the constituants of the first living systems and their nutrients. Since the historical experiment of Stanley Miller (ref. l) , nearly all of the biogenic elementary building blocks have been successfully synthesized from methane (CH,) or its derivatives, formaldehyde (HCHO) and -in the presence of nitrogen -hydrogen cyanide (HCN). By analogy with contemporary living systems, it was generally believed that primitive life emerged as a cell, thus requiring at least three families of organic compounds : boundary molecules able to isolate the system from the environment, informative molecules allowing the storage and the transfer of the information needed for replication and chemically active molecules providing the basic chemical work of the system. It was also believed that chemists would be skilful enough to make small-scale versions of these molecules in order to construct in the laboratory an artificial primitive cell.
The present paper reviews some small-scale versions of proteins which have been synthesized in the laboratory. 
